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Welcome

The Specialist Schools and Academies Trust is a membership 
organisation dedicated to supporting the transformation of secondary 
education in partnership with business and the wider community.

Over 95% of the secondary schools in England are affiliated to the 
Trust, and we noted that a significant proportion of these had signed up 
to take part in the BBC News School Report, and had found that their 
involvement was both enjoyable and of educational value.

The BBC’s successful role in education is well understood of course 
and we have been pleased to work in partnership with them on 
previous occasions.

So when it was suggested to us that we work with them specifically 
to examine School Report’s effect on student literacy in its widest 
sense, and to work together in developing the accompanying teaching 
materials as required, we were delighted to accept.

This publication tells the story of that research and our thanks go to 
the BBC for allowing us to collaborate in this way and to the staff and 
students in all the participating schools.  

Elizabeth Reid 
Chief Executive of the Specialist Schools and Academies Trust
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The BBC runs BBC News School Report so that young people from 
across the UK have the chance to make their own news to real 
deadlines and broadcast it to real audiences. This is because our first 
public purpose under the Charter is to “sustain citizenship and civil 
society”, in part by providing an impartial news service for all. School 
Report helps fulfil this in three ways 

  by engaging young people with news

  by bringing their voices and stories to a wider audience 

  by sharing some of the public service values behind content  
creation, such as fairness, accuracy, and impartiality since so  
many young people are content creators and distributors

However, School Report is essentially a partnership project. Schools 
and other education partners in the project have reacted with 
enthusiasm to the opportunities it brings and its success is dependent 
on their professional expertise. They run the project on the ground 
or support it at a strategic level not because of BBC objectives, but 
because they see something of educational value for students, and  
so a way of fulfilling their own organisations’ aims. 

The SSAT has been involved with School Report from its inception 
in 2006 and I am pleased to see the latest results of this partnership 
in the form of this thoughtful and useful report. In making practical 
recommendations on how teachers can use the School Report project 
to support the development of literacy it exemplifies the benefits of 
such a partnership approach. The BBC is committed to developing the 
project in as inclusive a way as possible. By working together we can 
build better experiences for more students. 

Mark Byford 
BBC Deputy Director General, and Head of BBC Journalism



Summary

Background

BBC News School Report enables students to create and broadcast 
their own video, audio and text-based news reports. Their reports 
are published on school websites, which are linked to the BBC 
and featured as part of the annual BBC News School Report Day. 
Materials provided on the BBC website and support from BBC staff 
and education partners for teachers facilitate students aged between 
11 and 14 in the production of an authentic product within a very tight 
deadline. The School Report initiative has just completed its second 
year and interest on the part of schools has increased significantly. In 
the first year, 2006-2007, 120 schools took part and in 2007-2008 the 
number of participating schools rose to nearly 300. Indications are that 
in 2008-2009 the number of schools involved will exceed these figures 
with approximately 500 schools already registering their intention to 
participate.

Anecdotal and research evidence indicates that the BBC News School 
Report (School Report) is a successful initiative measured against a 
range of criteria. The BBC has collected evidence from participants that 
records the enthusiastic response of students and teachers, who find 
the experience valuable and motivating. Don Passey, Senior Research 
Fellow at Lancaster University, in an independent evaluation of the 
project in 2007-2008, noted in his key findings several benefits of the 
experience for students. These findings included the development of a 
wide range of personal, communication, technical and operational skills. 

BBC News School Report and literacy

The School Report project team has worked closely with a number of 
educational bodies including the Specialist Schools and Academies 
Trust (SSAT) since the project’s inception. In 2007-2008 it was agreed 
that one useful focus of the SSAT work with the BBC on the project 
could be the impact on literacy. Jan English, a literary consultant, was 
therefore commissioned by the SSAT to work with five of the schools 
taking part in School Report, to evaluate the impact participation had 
on the development of the literacy capability of those students involved. 
The purpose was to ascertain the precise impact on the writing and oral 
skills of the students and to recommend ways in which gains could be 
maximised in participating schools in the future. This report is the result 
of her work.

Key findings

The evidence collected indicates that participation in School Report can 
have a significant impact on literacy. Video footage of students talking 
together to solve problems before and after the project demonstrates 
that students experienced a steep learning curve with regard to effective 
group collaboration and discussion. The emphasis on discussion as the 
main learning strategy throughout the project also had a noticeable effect 
on the quality of written outcomes. Boys and students with English as 
an additional language [EAL], who underachieve with regard to literacy, 
benefited in particular from the opportunity to discuss ideas and to utilise 
their ability to write succinctly and logically as opposed to expressively.

The evidence collected in this study indicates that participation 
in School Report can have a significant impact on literacy. 
Boys and students with English as an additional language in
particular benefited.
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Background on BBC News School Report 
School Report is an annual event which enables students in schools 
across the UK to produce high-quality reports on the local, national and 
international issues which interest them most. Reports are completed 
to tight deadlines and broadcast to real audiences via the BBC website. 
As part of BBC’s commitment to ‘sustain citizenship and civil society’ 
the initiative aims to engage young people with news whilst bringing 
their voices and stories to a wider audience. It also draws young 
people’s attention to the values behind news production such as 
fairness, accuracy and impartiality. The initiative seems to be popular 
with those who take part, both teachers and students. 

The BBC provides support by producing excellent online teacher and 
student materials and providing help from BBC staff and education 
partners, including in some cases mentors. Schools use these 
resources to familiarise students with the process of producing a high-
quality news report. Participants are given opportunities to complete 
‘practice’ news days before the actual BBC News School Report Day, 
which in 2008 was on March 13th. 

Throughout the project students work collaboratively in small groups; 
the authenticity of the purpose, audience and deadline encourages 
students to develop sophisticated discussion and team-working skills 
to ensure a balance is maintained between the need to create a high-
quality product and the necessity of meeting a strict deadline. Students 
have editorial control with teachers and mentors acting as facilitators, 
rather than leaders.

Anecdotal evidence gathered from student and teacher participants 
by the BBC seems to illustrate the broad value of the initiative. These 

As part of BBC’s commitment to ‘sustain citizenship and civil
society’ the initiative aims to engage young people with news
whilst bringing their voices and stories to a wider audience.
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findings have been supported by an evaluation of the project by Don 
Passey, Senior Research Fellow at Lancaster University (BBC News 
School Report 2007/8: An Independent Evaluative Review, Passey, 
2008), who, in his key findings, notes a number of significant benefits 
including

  high levels of student motivation and engagement

  the development of sophisticated skills necessary to work effectively 
as a team alongside an enthusiasm for working collaboratively

  the facilitation of ‘student voice’ across a range of local, national and 
international issues such as healthy lifestyles and personal safety and 
a critical engagement with local, national and international politics

  the development of communication, technical and operational skills 
associated with journalism

BBC News School Report and Literacy

The aim of this small research project was to investigate what impact, 
if any, the project had on the literacy skills of those students involved. 
Furthermore, it aimed to explore what intervention strategies could be 
utilised to exploit the potential of School Report to raise the literacy 
capability of future participants. 
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Context

Literacy remains a subject that concerns all stakeholders, including 
the SSAT, in the educational process; it is one of four whole school 
initiatives identified in the revised KS3 National Strategy (2004-5) aimed 
at promoting effective teaching and learning and is a continuing concern 
for both parents and employers. 

In ‘English 2000-2005: A Review of Inspection Evidence’ Ofsted 
recommended the adoption of a number of different approaches 
in order to facilitate more effectively the development of literacy in 
schools. Subsequently, the English Programme of Study (2008) has 
been revised to reflect some of these recommendations. Many of these 
recommendations are directly facilitated by BBC News School Report, 
as Table 1 illustrates.

Ofsted recommendation

 
creating a balance between a 
consideration of purpose, audience and 
content and the mechanics of writing 

incorporating active approaches to 
developing writing, for example working 
with media texts and ICT

valuing individual’s ideas by offering choice 
of topic or content within a teaching 
sequence that maintains clarity over the 
form and genre required

providing opportunities for working outside 
the context of the classroom

 
 
providing authentic audiences for writing 
and utilising ICT to publish work

valuing succinctness, which in general is 
associated with boys’ writing style, as well 
as elaboration

encouraging collaborative writing, in which 
students work together to plan, draft, 
revise, and edit their compositions 

BBC News School Report

 
authentic audience and purpose ensures 
students think carefully about audience 
and purpose and how these relate to 
content

students produce media texts which are 
published online

 
students choose their own content and 
have editorial control

 
 
students work closely with BBC mentors 
and investigate local and in some cases 
national and international issues through 
interviews with members of the community 

authentic audience and purpose for 
product which is published online

the three ‘cs’ of journalism demand that 
school news reports need to be ‘concise, 
clear and correct’

at all stages of the production of 
schools’ news reports the students work 
collaboratively 

Table 1: Close correlation between Ofsted recommendations and BBC News School Report  
objectives

The importance of small group discussion in the development of
students’ thinking and of their reading and writing skills has been
extensively researched. 
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Literacy and collaborative work

The need to encourage more collaborative work with more opportunities 
for student speaking and listening was highlighted in particular by the 
Ofsted inspection: 

“Too little attention has been given to teaching the full 
National Curriculum programme of study for speaking 
and listening and the range of contexts provided 
for speaking and listening remains too limited... in 
too many classes, discussion is dominated by the 
teacher, and students have only limited opportunities 
for productive speaking and listening.”
English 2000-05. A review of inspection evidence, Ofsted

The importance of small group discussion in the development of 
students’ thinking and of their reading and writing skills has been 
extensively researched. Two of the most influential studies of relevance 
are outlined below.

Thinking together

Historically, academics who adopt a socio-cultural explanation of 
cognition, have argued that small group discussion motivates academic 
development; Vygotsky was one of the first psychologists to claim that 
there is a clear link between social and psychological development. 
He argued that talking together in small groups mimics precisely those 
intellectual processes that able individuals undertake in order to reach 
the best solution to a problem; it is, effectively, a group rehearsal of 
processes that are eventually internalised by individuals and as such 
enhances individual cognition; intramental (individual) processes are 
facilitated and accelerated by intermental (social) activity. 

Subsequently, a decade of classroom-based research, undertaken by 
Littleton and Mercer, sought to validate Vygotsy’s ideas. Initial classroom 
observations, however, were disappointing, and revealed that small 
group collaborations were not realising the potential of collaborative 
work identified by Vygotsky. Students talking together in lessons 
presented a number of common behaviours which impeded progress, 
including

  social talk – students move off-task to socialise

  cumulative talk – students elaborate on each others’ ideas and reach 
agreement but with little or no exploration of alternatives

  disputational talk – students argue about solutions without valid 
reasons

  groups fail to take collective responsibility for solutions
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Researchers also noted that teachers rarely taught the features of 
productive discussion, the focus of assessment was the product of 
group collaboration and not the process. 

At the same time researchers identified several talk behaviours which 
lead to the best solution:

  everyone engages critically but constructively with each others’ 
ideas by using a combination of consensual and challenging talk 
behaviours

  everyone shares relevant ideas, and everyone’s ideas are treated as 
worthy of consideration

  students ask each other questions and answer them

  reasons are given when ideas are challenged and counter-challenged

  reasons are given when decisions are made; they are group 
decisions based on agreement

  reasoning is ‘visible’ in the talk, through the presence of key words 
and phrases such as ‘because’, ‘similarly’, ‘however’

They named this type of small group discussion ‘exploratory talk’. 
Although exploratory talk includes cumulative talk, where students 
build on the contributions of others, it also includes an exploration of 
alternatives before an agreed solution is reached, thus ensuring the best 
outcome. 
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A series of comparative studies undertaken by the team of researchers 
at the Open University, led by Littleton and Mercer, demonstrated that 
students who were taught the explicit features of exploratory talk, and 
given opportunities to practise their skills within authentic contexts, 
made significant improvements in their individual scores in tests of 
reasoning. 

From talk to text: using talk to support writing 

Talk not only improves students’ ability to think, it is now believed that 
it also has a significant impact on students’ ability to write. Myhill and 
Fischer in an ongoing project about how to use talk to improve writing 
in the early years make the link between the development of spoken 
and written language. They cite research which argues that ‘spoken 
language forms a constraint, a ceiling not only … on the ability to 
write, beyond which literacy cannot progress…pupils do not improve 
writing solely by doing more of it; good quality writing benefits from 
focused discussion that gives pupils a chance to talk through ideas 
before writing’. They are hopeful that classroom-based research 
in primary schools will have implications for policy and practice in 
secondary schools. In particular they discuss the importance of teacher 
intervention to ensure that students

  generate ideas in groups using exploratory talk

  rehearse writing through talking aloud together

  reflect on the quality of the written products that are produced

Thus talking together is not only a tool for thinking but also an effective 
rehearsal for writing.
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BBC School News Report is a paradigm that contains many of the 
Ofsted recommendations for improving learning in English and literacy 
(see Table 1 on page 9). Most significantly small group collaboration is 
the dominant pedagogy and therefore could be expected to bring with it 
all of the advantages noted previously. 

The aim of the research was to measure what impact BBC News 
School Report had on the development of students’ literacy. At the 
same time it was important to attempt to ascertain what intervention 
would be necessary to maximise any benefit. Five schools taking 
part in School Report were chosen to be part of the study. In three of 
these schools the researcher intervened to make explicit the skills of 
exploratory talk. In two schools no such intervention took place.

The participants

Three academies: Bridge Academy, Paddington Academy and St 
Mark’s Church of England Academy and two specialist schools: Barking 
Abbey Sports and Humanities College and Lord Grey Language College 
were involved in the research. All of the students were from KS3, 
predominantly year 8, but they represented a very wide range of ability. 
For example, students at Barking Abbey were a mixed-ability class 
and included some gifted and talented students, whereas students 
from Paddington Academy and Lord Grey Language College included 
students with special educational needs. At St Mark’s Church of 
England Academy English was an additional language for the majority of 
the students involved. 

Data collection

Jan English, literacy consultant from the SSAT, worked closely with the 
schools to assess the effect of the six-month project on literacy levels

  all teachers and a selection of students were interviewed before and 
after the project

  a selection of students completed questionnaires

  video and audio footage of 10 focal groups (three to four students) 
talking together at the beginning and end of the project on a discrete 
task (see information below on process), was transcribed and 
analysed for language features that made thinking visible

  written outcomes produced before and after the project were 
analysed

  at least one full day’s observation of students working on the project 
took place at Barking Abbey School and Bridge Academy; additional 
observation took place at Lord Grey Language College and 
Paddington Academy

  Two full days’ observation took place at St Mark’s Academy

Three academies: Bridge Academy, Paddington Academy and 
St Mark’s Church of England Academy and two specialist schools:
Barking Abbey Sports and Humanities College and Lord Grey
Language College were involved in the research. 
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Intervention

Context

Each stage in the production of a news report requires a discrete set of 
literacy skills

  Identify/find: students locate newsworthy stories by extracting and 
synthesising information from a range of sources

  Gather: students search and select relevant and interesting details 
from a range of sources

  Write: students produce succinct, informative and engaging texts for 
a well-defined purpose and audience

  Assemble: students organise the various elements – text, graphics, 
moving images – into an effective multi-modal text for a well-defined 
purpose and audience

  Order: students take part in a reasoned discussion to decide where 
each news item should be located in the news report, according to 
newsworthiness and audience

  Broadcast: students present the news in an engaging manner

At each of these stages students need to talk together in small groups 
to complete the task. Throughout collaborations different types of 
discussion behaviours are required

  Cumulative talk: students recognise they need to reach a 
consensus within a specified time frame. This requires them to build 
on each others’ contributions, to synthesise and summarise. Talk will 
be characterised by the language of agreement – ‘and’, ‘another’, 
‘similarly’, ‘likewise’

  Challenging talk: students recognise the importance of 
disagreement, debate and challenge in order to ensure a high-quality 
outcome. Talk will be characterised by the language of disagreement 
and challenge – ‘but’, ‘however’, ‘although’, ‘alternatively’, ‘on the 
other hand’

  Exploratory talk incorporates both of the above: students 
recognise that in the early stages of discussion, challenging ideas 
results in an exploration of alternative solutions which will lead to a 
better outcome. They also, however, understand that consensus 
must be reached within the set time frame. Students understand that 
reasons must be given for both agreement and disagreement. They 
use language to manage the group to ensure a balance between 
challenge and consensus and that a solution is reached within 
the deadline. Characteristically, challenging talk will occur at the 
beginning of a talk episode and consensual talk towards the end, as 
students realise that they have to reach a solution
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Intervention strategies

In three of the five schools the researcher intervened in several of the 
lesson activities provided by the BBC to draw attention explicitly to the 
features of Exploratory Talk. To achieve this, a range of pedagogical 
strategies were adopted, including

  agreement on the ground rules for exploratory talk prior to the first 
two lessons of the project

  reflection on the discussion skills they had used and developed 
whilst working together in the early stages of the project and on 
practice News Report Days

  peer assessment. For example, one group would be given the task 
of observing other groups’ development of relevant skills by tallying 
the use of appropriate language structures

  modelling consensual and exploratory talk in starters, intervention in 
small group work and plenaries

  drawing attention to the three stages of talk identified by Myhill and 
Fischer – exploration of ideas, rehearsal of writing and reflection on 
the product before redrafting

  rotation of roles around members of the groups – chair, researcher, 
facilitator, scribe, timekeeper
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  providing talk cards which helped scaffold the use of a range of 
increasingly sophisticated connective prompts associated with 
cumulative talk
 and
 because
 also
 another
 similarly
 in the same way/manner
 additionally/in addition
 likewise

  exploratory talk
 but
 because
 however
 although
 nevertheless
 on the other hand
 in contrast
 alternatively

  and words/phrases associated with group dynamics and roles
 why
 what do you think
 stay on task
 to summarise
 we need to move on
 in conclusion
 are we all agreed

Talk cards scaffold students’ discussion in the same way that writing 
frames support students’ writing and they had a similarly dramatic effect 
on the length and quality of outcomes. 
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Observations and interviews with students and teachers

1. All students were highly motivated and found the experience 
enjoyable; moreover students were able to identify that their response 
was related to authenticity of purpose, audience and deadline

“I enjoyed the experience much more than my normal 
English lessons because we were working towards 
something real that was going to be broadcast.” 
Student, Paddington

“Everyone really worked hard on the last day because 
we didn’t want to miss the deadline.”
Student, Lord Grey

“They [the students] worked much more 
independently.” 
Teacher, Bridge Academy

“It was good that we were able to write about things 
that we were interested in for other people our own 
age...and it was great seeing what other children had 
written.”
Student, St Mark’s

“I would like to do it again.” 
Student, Barking Abbey

“It was brilliant – my mum has texted all of my family 
to make sure they check out the website.”
Student, Lord Grey

2. A range of personal skills was also developed:

“I have gained confidence in front of the camera and 
confidence in talking to people generally.” 
Student, Barking Abbey

“I quite like watching the news now as I know what is 
going on behind the scenes.” 
Student, Barking Abbey

Comparisons between pre- and post-project video and audio
footage provided powerful evidence of an improvement in the
literacy skills of students. 
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3. Students and teachers were aware that a range of technical and 
operational skills were developed

“I enjoyed learning how to handle a camera.” 
Student, Barking Abbey

4. Students and teachers were able to articulate some of the 
advantages of talking together in small groups

“We spent a lot of time talking and I enjoyed that 
because mostly we write in lessons.” 
Student, Paddington Academy

“I was able to work well with some people I didn’t 
know that well ...it was good to be able to plan what 
we were going to write together and help each other 
out with ideas...” 
Student, Bridge Academy

“Giving the pupils the skills to talk together effectively 
and plan their writing significantly improved the quality of 
their reports and this improvement has been sustained.” 
Teacher, Lord Grey Language College
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Analysis of pre- and post-project video footage 

Comparisons between pre- and post-project video and audio footage 
provided powerful evidence of an improvement in the literacy skills 
of students. In each of the five schools focal groups of three or four 
students were recorded at the beginning of the project and in four 
schools the same students were recorded at the end of the project.

Before the project and associated intervention discussions were 
characterised by a number of features

  discussion included episodes of social talk

  talk episodes were brief with little elaboration of ideas

  students reached consensus quickly and before the best solution 
had been agreed

  discussion included unproductive disputational talk with students 
disagreeing without giving reasons

  solutions were not agreed by the whole group

At the end of the project discussions had developed in a variety of ways

  talk episodes were significantly more sustained

  exploratory talk was used both to build on the ideas of others in the 
group and challenge ideas in order to investigate alternatives

  students were able to use language to ensure the group reached an 
agreed solution

  thinking was visible in the talk

The above can be illustrated by comparing two transcripts of the same 
students talking together at the beginning (Transcript 1) and the end 
(Transcript 2) of the project.
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School 3, focal group a

Transcript 1 – At the beginning of the project

Three students had individually collected a number of potential news 
items and were now deciding which items to choose for use in their 
own report.

Student 1: What do you think?

Pause while students 2 and 3 read item

Student 2: That’s a good story...let’s use it.

Student 1: Which one ?

Student 2: The one about the boy with the stuck hand.

Student 1: Oh yeah, that one’s fine and [pause]...also this one... 

Student 2: Yeah OK, yeah that’s quite funny...

Student 1: erm... I think we should use both.

Student 2: OK, erm...yes, which one should we put first?

Pause

Student 2: This one I think, OK?

Student 1: mmm...Yes OK ...but we need a third story, have you got one?

Pause

Student 2: Yes there’s one here about the missing girl. Let’s use that...OK?

Student 1 and 3: Yeah, that’s OK.

Student 2: Right.

Transcript 2 – At the end of the project 
Extract a

Discussion on the final day of the project. Student 1 has suggested the 
increase in knife crime as a possible item to be included in their school report.

Student 2: Yeah, I know that lots of people are taking about it but ...erm ...I 
don’t agree because it is a bit negative and also there are lots of violent ...erm 
...bits in the stories and I don’t think that’s good for school news.

Student 1: Yeah but we’re not going to concentrate on that...we thought that 
it would be good to talk about this idea that metal detectors should be put in 
schools ...so we wouldn’t be concentrating on the actual crimes but on how 
...er... they could be stopped.

Student 2: Yes and we could interview some students and some staff...maybe 
even [the head teacher] and, like get different views. Pause. although I don’t 
think we should start off with this story.

Student 1: Why not – it would get everyone’s interest and ...erm...it’s the most 
important, we should start with the most important...the most serious don’t 
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you think?

Student 2: No, I think we should start with the one about the ...erm ...you 
know the one about all of the things that are going on at the school, all the 
extra activities that we’re doing...because it’s more positive...it shows the 
school in a good light.

Pause

Student 1: Like the concert and stuff?

Student 2: Yeah and that visit... and all the sports stuff with the interview with 
[PE teacher].

Student 1: What do you think? [to Student 3]

Student 3: Well I agree that we should have both of those things because 
...erm...they sort of balance. The knife thing is very serious whereas the school 
events is lighter and, like [student 2] says it’s positive. [Pause] I’m not sure 
which one to start with though.

Student 1: Well, the knife item would grab everyone’s attention ‘cos it’s in the 
news now and kids are talking about it. On the other hand I can see it is a 
negative start.

Student 3: Yeah but it’s not that we’re talking about kids at our school having 
knives, we’re just getting their opinions, right?

Student 2: OK, look, we need to decide now between these two because 
we’ve got to get another story sorted ...erm ...how about we use the knife item 
first but try to make it ...erm ...more positive.

Student 1 and 3: How do you mean? What?

Student 2: Well, you know [the school’s ] students being really interested in 
what’s in the news and showing them talking sensibly about it.

Extract b

The students are deciding on the details of the text.

Student 2: It sounds good and it’s just about the right length.

Student 3: Yes but it’s all the same.

Student 2: What do you mean?

Student 3: Well – it all sounds really serious ...it’s all in the same style, the 
same tone of voice.

Student 1: OK, yes erm...I could read it out a bit different, a bit more light-
hearted and sound a bit more positive at the end.

Student 3: Yeah and I think you should change your style a bit on the sports 
news – be a bit more light-hearted to show it’s not as serious as the other 
items...so pause and say, you know, something like ‘Finally folks’.

Student 1: ‘Finally folks, on a lighter note’ or ‘on a more positive note’, 
something like that?

Student 2: ‘On a lighter note’, not more positive...’cos the other news was not 
all negative, just a bit more serious.
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Analysis of the transcripts

Transcript 1 illustrates a number of characteristics of early discussions 
that took place between small groups of students. It is brief; the 
students cooperate and reach consensus but apart from a comment 
about one story being ‘funny’, no reasons are given for suggestions 
or decisions. The students demonstrate little enthusiasm for the task 
and there is no exploration of alternatives. Student 3 only makes one 
comment and no attempt is made by the two other students to elicit 
further contributions.

Transcript 2 is an example of the type of discussions that took place 
between students at the end of the project. It comprises extracts 
from a much more sustained discussion that took place between the 
same three students. In this interaction, reasoning is visible in the talk; 
the words ‘because’ or ‘cos’ appear several times; if reasons are not 
given, they are requested: ‘Why?’ ‘What do you mean?’ Students are 
able both to agree, demonstrated in the use of the connective ‘and’, 
and challenge, using connectives such as ‘although’, ‘but’, ‘on the 
other hand’, ‘however’. The students also display group management 
skills: Student 1 asks Student 3 for their opinion, Student 3 is able to 
summarise the two different ideas and Student 2 draws attention to the 
fact that they have a deadline to meet.

Figures 1 to 4 illustrate the results of analysis of pre- and post-video/
audio footage from all five schools involved in the research project. Note 
that the sample who received no intervention from the researcher was 
made up of two focal groups at two schools, whilst where intervention 
happened the sample is from three schools each comprising of two 
focus groups per school. The full data can be found in Appendix A.
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Analysis

Two conclusions may be drawn from the above figures

The experience of BBC News School Report does, in itself, result in 1. 
better talk behaviours. Students were able to sustain talk for longer, 
they could organise themselves more effectively and they could 
explore alternatives. The most significant progress, however, was 
made with regard to their ability to build on each others’ ideas to 
reach a solution. Their talk was characterised by the language of 
consensus. 

In schools where intervention took place the results are more 2. 
dramatic. Students are able to build on each others’ ideas and reach 
a consensus and they use language which indicates that they are 
adopting a management role within the group more frequently. In 
particular, the incidence of language to challenge ideas and explore 
alternatives is significantly increased. This demonstrates that these 
students were able to use exploratory talk to work efficiently and 
collaboratively.
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Using talk as a rehearsal for writing

The following two transcripts show the progress that was typically made 
when students use discussion to draft and redraft written reports.

School 5, focal group a

Transcript 3 – At the beginning of the project

Discussion at the beginning of the project where students are editing a 
first draft of a text that they had produced.

Student 1: We...er...she says we’ve got to cut out 30 words.

Student 2: Why?

Student 1: Because it’s only got to be 30 seconds long and we’ve got to make 
it only ...erm...90 words long.

Student 2: OK...erm...get rid of the title.

Student 1: No, we can’t get rid of the title!

Student 2: Well cut it down at least.

Student 1: OK.

Pause while Student 1 crosses out some words and shows other students.

Student 2: OK, that’s all right.

Student 1: OK what else? 

Pause

Student 1: [to Student 3] Can you think of anything?

Student 3: No.

Student 1: Come on, we need to get it done.

Pause

Student 2: All right...reads...let’s get rid of that whole paragraph because it’s 
just one interview with only one of the people...er...so you’ve still got all of the 
basic facts...you know the 5 Ws...[what, where, who, when, why] ...we don’t 
need her opinions and if we cut it all out it cuts out more words than we need...
so we could put the title bits back in ‘cos it was quite catchy wasn’t it?

Student 1: Yeah, that would work. OK, just cross it out.

Student 2: OK?

Student 3: Yeah.
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Transcript 4 – At the end of the project 
Extract a

Discussion during the final stages of the project where students are 
editing a text for publication.

Student 1: Let’s use some alliteration in the title because that attracts the 
readers, you know makes them remember it.

Student 2: What’s that?

Student 1: When you use the same soundings.

Pause

Student 3: Maya beats cancer...

Student 1: Maya believes in Miracles.

Student 3: That’s quite good but it’s not just about her believing it’s about the 
fact that she was cured.

Student 2: And it wasn’t her that believed – it was her parents.

Student 3: Yeah that’s right and we want it to be about her right from the start 
because the listeners are going to be kids so they’ll be more interested in her.

Student 1: Yes but I like the two ‘M’s, it sounds nice.

Student 3: Or it could be Miracle Maya.

Student 1: Thing is, I disagree about using the word miracle ‘cos’ it’s not really 
about her getting better because of a miracle, it’s because she like worked 
hard, you know kept up the treatment and the diet and whatever it says...
reads...yeah. What about Maya the Warrior?

Student 1: Yes, although then we haven’t got the alliteration. 

Student 2: And another thing is that the word warrior sounds a bit aggressive 
don’t you think?

Student 3: Maybe...although it makes her sound brave you know because it’s 
quite a powerful word.

Student 1: OK, we need to move on. Shall we go for Maya the Warrior?

Student 2 and 3: Yep/Yeah.

Student 1: Right so we’ve got... reads text.

Student 2: No that’s too long.

Student 1: Yes but we can cut it down.

Student 3: Yes, let’s cut out ‘mother’ and ‘father’ and just put their first names.

Student 1: No, you can’t do that because we won’t know who those people 
are, you know, how they relate to Maya.

Student 3: OK...what about just use the word parents? 

Student 2: Yeah that would work. OK?

Student 1: Now we could get rid of two of those words...we don’t need all 
three. It’s just repeating how bad it all is.

Student 3: No, no that’s a..., I don’t agree. That’s a rule of three isn’t it which 
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makes it sound good... It sounds effective.

Student 2: We’ve still got to get rid of three words from that first paragraph.

Student 1: OK, how about getting rid of the place where they lived because 
we don’t really need that to get the point across about children with cancer.

Extract b

Student 3: Now we need to introduce the interview with Maya...what shall we 
say?

Student 2: She was very reluctant to tell our reporter about the beginning of 
the illness...as it brought back too many bad memories.

Student 1: No that sounds like we forced her.

Student 3: No, start with the word, ‘Reluctantly ...it sounds better...’Reluctantly 
Maya told us about the beginning’ no ‘the onset’ of her illness.

Extract c

Student 1: Now we’re going to go on to the good bits – you know with the 
interview with the chef and the assistant head teacher.

Student 2: Yes, that’s right, we’re gonna end positively ‘cos there’s been quite 
a lot of bad points made.

Student 1: OK... so let’s put...’We interviewed Jane from the canteen who 
said...’ Right what did she say? Have you got the notes?

Student 3: Yeah but first let’s put something to show we’ve moved on to a 
different subject, no not a different subject but a change of direction.

Student 2: Yeah that’s a good idea. What?

Student 1: Well, erm we could say ‘Now we’re gonna go on to the more good 
bits or say something like, ‘it’s not all bad news though.’

Student 3: Put ‘But it’s all not bad news.’ It sounds more definite, more clear.

Analysis of Transcripts 3 and 4

In Transcript 3 the students are keen to edit the text to ensure that it 
has the correct number of words and they stay on task to ensure that 
this takes place; the solution to simply delete a complete paragraph 
to achieve this end, however, is agreed quickly. There is only one 
disagreement, “We can’t get rid of the title!” and this is made without 
a reason. Student 1 does use language to manage the group task but 
only in the narrow sense of completing the task quickly: “Come on, we 
need to get it done.” 

Transcript 4 demonstrates a similarly dramatic improvement in the 
quality of discussion as was noted in the comparison of Transcript 1 
and 2. What is particularly significant in this example, in terms of the 
development of written literacy, is the conscious crafting of writing that 
is taking place in this collaboration. Close attention is paid to individual 
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words, sentence and whole text construction, and how these will shape 
meaning for particular readers.

In order to measure more precisely the impact of students’ talking 
together to construct reports, it is useful to refer to Assessing Students’ 
Progress in English (APP). APP is a structured approach to assessing 
English which enables teachers to track students’ progress in reading 
and writing through Key Stage 3. It is based on the assessment focuses 
(AFs) that underpin National Curriculum assessment and has proved to 
be a very effective way of measuring students’ achievement in reading 
and writing. The initiative identifies eight AFs to help teachers make 
judgements about the quality of students’ written work. The table below 
exemplifies the ways in which students’ collaborations during BBC 
News School Report focused attention on specific AFs.

Assessment focus

 
1. Write imaginative, 
interesting and 
thoughtful texts

 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Produce texts 
which are appropriate 
to task, reader and 
purpose

 
3. Organise and 
present whole texts 
effectively, sequencing 
and structuring 
information, ideas and 
events

Talk episode

 
“I think you should change your 
style a bit on the sports news 
– be a bit more light hearted to 
show it’s not as serious as the 
other items...so pause and say, 
you know, something like ‘Finally 
folks’”

Transcript 2, extract b

“The listeners are going to be kids 
so they’ll be more interested in 
her.”

Transcript 4, extract a

 
 
“...although I don’t think we 
should start off with this story.

 Why not – it would get everyone’s 
interest ...

No, I think we should start with 
the one about the...all of the 
other things that are going on at 
the school ... because it’s more 
positive...”

Transcript 2, extract a 

Commentary

 
Students identify the general 
need for formality in a news 
report text but also recognise 
the fact the audience will 
respond to some controlled 
informality.

 
Students explicitly consider 
audience.

 
Students recognise the need 
to organise their writing at 
whole text level and signal 
this clearly to the audience, 
thus the closing comment 
refers back to the opening 
statement.

Table 2: Evidence that the project encourages students to pay attention to AFs
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Assessment focus

 
4. Construct 
paragraphs and use 
cohesion within and 
between paragraphs

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Vary sentences for 
clarity, purpose and 
effect

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AF7. Select 
appropriate and 
effective vocabulary

Talk episode

 
“Yeah but first let’s put something 
to show we’ve moved on to a 
different subject, no not a different 
subject, but a change of direction.

Yeah that’s a good idea. What?

Well, erm... we could say ‘Now 
we’re gonna go on to the more 
good bits or say something like, 
‘it’s not all bad news though.’

Put ‘But it’s all not bad news.’ It 
sounds more definite, more clear”

Transcript 4, extract c

“She was very reluctant to tell our 
reporter about the beginning of 
the illness...as it brought back too 
many bad memories.

No that sounds like we forced her.

No, start with the word, 
‘Reluctantly ...it sounds 
better...’Reluctantly Maya told 
us about the beginning’ no ‘the 
onset’ of her illness.”

Transcript 4, extract b

“Maya beats cancer...

Maya believes in Miracles...

No ‘cos it’s not just about what 
she believes...

Yes but the two Ms – it sounds nice

What about Maya the Warrior?

Yes although then we haven’t got 
the alliteration

And another thing, warrior sounds 
a bit aggressive...”

Transcript 4, extract a

Commentary

 
Students understand 
the need to establish the 
audience’s attention with 
a topic sentence at the 
beginning of a paragraph.

 
Students discuss effective 
ways of constructing 
sentences – in this case 
adopting a fronted adverbial 
for effect.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students discuss the 
appropriateness of a single 
word.
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Table 2 draws on examples from the four transcripts included in this 
report but similar examples of effective collaboration can be found in all 
of the post-project transcripts of the discussions that took place whilst 
students were writing collaboratively.

The two AFs not included in the above: assessment focus 6 (write 
with technical accuracy of syntax and punctuation in phrases, clauses 
and sentences) and assessment focus 8 (use correct spelling and 
handwriting and presentation) were not so obviously addressed in the 
collaborative writing process The project does, however, encourage 
students to focus on aspects of these AFs at the point of presentation. 
Taking care with punctuating work became a priority when students 
practised delivering audio and video news reports; they found that the 
oral presentation of news reports was made easier when punctuation 
was accurate and of course technical accuracy was critical when 
reports were presented online.

Comparison of pre- and post-written outcomes

Throughout the project, students were involved in producing non-fiction 
information texts for a predominantly young audience. Features of this 
written and spoken text type include

  clear opening statements for each topic

  follow-up statements in categories – e.g. who, where, why

  third person

  present tense

  combination of active and passive voice to balance between 
informality and formality which creates a tone of objectivity but also 
engages the audience

  sentence length dictated by the need to achieve conciseness and 
clarity – usually therefore simple or compound sentences

  precise, impersonal vocabulary

Analysis of pre- and post-written outcomes indicates that BBC News 
School Report, which used small group collaboration as the main 
pedagogy, has a marked and positive impact on the quality of writing. 
This impact is increased if students are taught how to collaborate 
effectively i.e. by using exploratory talk. The table below shows the 
difference, expressed in National Curriculum levels, between the quality 
of reports written at the beginning and the end of the project by the 
same groups of students. 

It is particularly interesting to note that the pupils in School 5, focal 
group b, were all boys, one of whom was a pupil with English as an 
additional language. The dramatic improvement in the quality of their 
writing supports the assertion that both boys and EAL students benefit 
from the model of learning that BBC News School Report provides.
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Transference of skills

Although the scope of the project did not allow for a thorough 
quantitative analysis of the long-term impact on the oral and writing 
skills of individual students involved in the project, a range of anecdotal 
evidence suggests that, in the same way that exploratory talk was 
shown by Dawson and Mercer to improve the thinking skills of 
individuals, participation in collaborative writing improved the written 
skills of individuals. A typical observation was that students who had 
been involved in the project had transferred the crafting skills rehearsed 
in the group collaborations to subsequent individual writing of both non-
fiction and fiction:

“Their [individual] work is now characterised by a lot 
of evidence of redrafting – crossings out and notes 
for insertion at the bottom of the page – whereas 
before they were satisfied with their first draft and 
were reluctant to improve it.”
Teacher: Lord Grey Language College

Schools Focal group  Pre-project level Post-project level

 
Schools participating in BBC News School Report with no intervention

School 1 a 5a 6b

 b 4a no data

School 2 a 4c 5ca

 b 4a 5b

Schools participating in BBC News School Report with intervention

School 3 a 4c 5a

 b 5c 6b

School 4 a 5c 6b

 b 3b 5c

School 5 a 5b 7c

 b 2b 4b

Table 3: Relationship between National Curriculum levels and student news reports
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BBC News School Report is a learning episode characterised by a 1. 
number of features

  sustained and project-based

  authentic purpose, audience and deadline

  a degree of individual choice over content

  use of ICT to construct and publish multi-modal texts

  outcome of work published and celebrated

  small group collaboration and discussion as the main pedagogy

These features make the project a model for effectively addressing 
many of the concerns that have been identified with regard to 
the English and literacy curriculum. Observation, interviews and 
data collection indicate that the project has an impact on the oral 
and written literacy of students even without intervention. This 
improvement takes place over a relatively short period of time of 
between three and six months.

Intervention explicitly to teach the students the features of 2. 
exploratory talk alongside the resources provided by the BBC has 
a more significant impact on the improvement of oral literacy and 
written group outcomes.

Of all of the intervention strategies listed above, those that have the 3. 
most dramatic impact are the provision of:

a. ‘talk cards’ which accelerates students’ ability to use exploratory 
talk to elaborate upon ideas, explore alternatives and manage the 
group task; 

b. allocation of roles to members of the small group, which are rotated.

As with all scaffolding strategies, the support needs to be withdrawn 
in order to ensure that the students gain independence. The 
time frame within which the researcher worked meant that these 
interventions were not completely withdrawn and more evidence 
would need to be collected to quantitatively measure the long-term 
impact of the project on individuals.

There is some qualitative evidence that the project allows individual 4. 
students to internalise the processes that occur in groups using 
exploratory talk. It was noted by some teachers, interviewed some 
time after the broadcasting of the school reports, that individual 
students were much more able to craft writing consciously for a 
range of other non-fiction and fiction tasks/compositions.

“They have become much more aware of the range of 
ways in which their own writing can be improved.” 



Outcomes

Apart from a brief summary of the BBC News School Report and 
literacy project published in Specialist and Schools Academies Trust 
newsletters and the sharing of information at their recent Annual 
Academies Conference, a number of other outcomes are planned by 
the SSAT working in partnership with BBC News School Report

  production of additional materials to support the online resources 
already available that develop students’ and teachers’ understanding 
of, and use of, exploratory talk

  provision of inset for teachers and senior leaders to raise awareness 
of the links between the project and literacy and how best to 
maximise the potential of the project to improve literacy for their 
students
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School Focal  Length of  Incidence of  Incidence of Incidence of 
  interaction words/phrases words/phrases words/phrases 
  [minutes] indicating the  indicating indicating 
    adoption of a consensual exploratory 
    group role talk  talk

  pre- post- pre- post- pre- post- pre- post 
  project project project project project project project project

Schools participating in BBC News School Report with no intervention

1 a 3.15 9.17 5 8 7 19 2 4

 b 2.08 no data  no data no data no data  no data no data no data

2 a 1.18 6.13 5 6 4 21 2 4

 b 2.13 7.47 4 6 6 17 3 6

Schools participating in BBC News School Report with intervention

3 a 1.55 10.36 3 12 5 10 1 16

 b 2.70 9.58 2 6 5 14 2 12

4 a 3.15 9.11 4 9 5 12 3 16

 b 0.52 7.50 0 8 2 11 0 17

5 a 4.50 12.37 5 14 6 16 1 14

 b 3.60 10.48 5 12 8 6 2 16

Table 4: Analysis of pre- and post-video/audio footage from all five schools involved in 
the research project
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School 4b

Pre- and post-project written reports

The students at this school began work on the BBC News School 
Report relatively late in the six-month cycle. They were a class in Year 8, 
and in the lowest band in the year. Typically the students were working 
at level 3-4, although some students were working below these levels. 

The students were very keen to address the issue of teachers at their 
school not queuing alongside students for lunch. Unlike other students 
involved in the project, they incorporated this issue as part of their final 
report. 

The two texts below show the first and final draft of a school report 
prepared by a group of three boys, one of whom spoke English as an 
additional language. 

The text had been checked for spelling, punctuation and grammar and 
corrected prior to submission.

First draft:

Our class is doing a report that is going to be on the radio about 
meals at [school name] We think the main thing is that the teachers 
push in all the time. Every day loads of teachers just go to the front 
of the queue. Our dinner is between five to twelve and twenty five 
to one which is only fifty minutes so we don’t have much time to 
get our lunch and have some time to talk to our friends or do things 
like play football or just have a runaround before having to go into 
session five. Everyone thinks it’s really unfair. Lots of students get 
really annoyed about this and we have spoken to some people who 
have given us their opinions, let’s hear what they have to say. 

{Insert interviews with students}

We also spoke to [name] who is the main cook in the dining room 
she talked about teachers pushing in and she didn’t like it either but 
she was also telling us about how good the food is, which it is, there 
are lots of healthy salads and jacket potatoes and vegetables and 
they also do special meals on days like Chinese New Year.

{Insert interview with catering manager}

OK, that’s all from us. Now we will hand on to [name]. Goodbye.
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Final draft:

Good afternoon; welcome to news from [name] School. Firstly1 we 
are going to report on an issue which is important for many students2 
at our school – school meals!3 If you ask students what they think 
about lunchtime at [name] – which is just fifty minutes long – they 
will ask, ‘Why don’t the teachers’4 queue like the rest of us?5 One 
student said, ‘by the time I have queued I have no time to talk to my 
friends or play football.’6 A teacher who does queue told our reporter 
that she found it as irritating7 as the students that other teachers 
pushed in –7 even in front of her.

However,9 it is not all bad news. The food at [school] once you have 
got to the front of the queue is great!10 Let’s hear what [name], the 
person in charge of cooking, has to say.11

{Insert: interview with catering manager}

Thank you [name], that was very interesting.12 Now we are going 
over to [name] who has some good news13 about the next 
community day at [school]. Goodbye from us for now. 

1. ‘Firstly’ – temporal connective used as an organisational device

2. ‘our students’ – pronoun used to establish link with audience

3, 5 & 8. punctuation [exclamation mark, question mark and hyphen respectively] – 
to aid meaning and as prompts for reader.

4 & 6. quotations integrated with the whole text and punctuated correctly 

7. ‘irritating’ – effective vocabulary choice

9. ‘However’ – comparison connective used as an organisational device

10 & 11. complex sentence

12. temporal connective used as organisational device

13. ‘it is not all bad news.’ – controlled informality to engage audience

School 5a

Pre- and post-project written reports
The students at this school were drawn from a range of Year 7 classes 
and therefore were a mixed-ability group. 

The two texts below show a report written during the first preparation 
day for BBC News School Report and one of the final draft reports 
prepared by a group of three girls. 

The text had been checked for spelling, punctuation and grammar. 
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Pre-project report

Stuck!

Last week Barry Trent found himself in trouble when he decided to 
experiment with some glue and got himself stuck to his bed. He was 
dreading going in to school that day because he hadn’t done his 
chemistry homework so he decided to do some chemistry at home!

He could only be rescued by his dad cutting off the part of the bed 
he was stuck to and driving him to the local accident and emergency 
department. Staff were not amused and he still had to do his 
homework!

Post-project written report

Maya the Warrior

Students at [the school] welcomed back a Year 10 student last 
week1 who had successfully fought cancer and is now in remission.2 
Her parents told students and staff that they were delighted with 
their daughter’s progress and thanked the school for their support 
over a difficult year. Most of all they praised their daughter who 
they said, ‘showed strength... courage... and patience’ throughout 
treatment which was often unpleasant and which meant she couldn’t 
indulge in some of her favourite treats.3

Reluctantly,4 Maya told us about the onset of her illness when she 
was only eleven and had just joined the school. Our reporter, [name], 
however,5 discovered that she was much more interested in letting us 
know about her plans for her future which, she considers, is looking 
very bright.6

[interview with Maya]

Thank you [name]. What an inspiring story.7 

1. clear introduction of topic

2. ‘successfully’, ‘remission’ – effective vocabulary choices

3. integrated quote, ellipsis [...]used to indicate that quote has been edited, rule of 
three ‘strength’, ‘courage’, ‘patience’.

4.‘Reluctantly’ – fronted adverbial used for effect

5.‘however,’ – comparison connective used as an organisational device

6. complex sentence

7. two simple sentences combined for effect.]
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